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Transform Data for Legal is a complete matter  
management solution based on SharePoint /  
Microsoft 365, powered by the Intapp Collaboration 
& Content software. Use the powerful and familiar 
interface of Microsoft Outlook, Teams and other 

Microsoft Office applications to ensure the highest 
level of user adoption. The flexible set-up provides 
an optimal fit, not only for legal departments but for 
other departments such as HR, Procurement, Tax, 
Security, etc. too. 
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Document & E-mail Management
Allowing users to store all important documents and e-mails in a  
central shared and secured matter. Providing key functionalities that  
you expect from a modern DMS, such as versioning, recycle bin,  
advanced searching capabilities and support for co-authoring  
of documents. This is all integrated into the core office productivity 
 applications such as Outlook, Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Teams. 

Intake & Matter Lifecycle Management
Allow the legal department to implement a complete matter  
management solution on top of the existing Microsoft 365 environment, 
without the need for any additional hardware or a complex IT project. 
Professionals manage their matters from business intake (triage)  
until archiving within a single system.

Knowledge & Template Management
Allow departments to structure important knowledge documents  
and corporate document templates in a way that they are easily  
accessible for the entire department or other departments.  
By centralising the template management, it is possible to optimise 
the compliance and ensure new documents are always based on the 
latest version of the document templates. 

Matter management build on Microsoft 365

Key functionalities   (all functionalities are available in Outlook, Teams and most used Microsoft desktop apps)



for Corporate Legal Departments 

Reports 
All matter information is stored within SharePoint lists in your 
own tenant. SharePoint lists integrate out-of-the-box with 
Microsoft Power BI and can for that reason easily be used to 
create reports covering matter information, such as claim reports, 
workload overviews or legal spend reports.

Collaboration
Special workspaces can be created for secure collaborations with 
users outside the legal department and/or from external organi-
sations. Administrators can choose either Teams or SharePoint 
for collaboration and take control over the invitation process and 
complete lifecycle management.

Self-service Apps
Create self-service portals and offer guided assistance to your 
employees, clients and partners with intelligent applications. 
Automating an expert’s knowledge of complex processes or rules 
allows expertise to be available 24/7 to many.

What our customers are saying
“We appreciated the close and constructive  
cooperation with the Transform Data team  
because we were aware that a finished  
product “off the shelf” would not meet  
our requirements. The combination of  
extensive technical experience and  
knowledge of how Transform Data’s  
legal departments work helped us to  
find the ideal solution.“ 
 
Jörn Trögel, Deputy Head Corporate Legal of TÜV Rheinland AG.

“We have had a great experience working with 
Transform Data. Transform Data for  
Corporate Legal helps our legal team  
members achieve optimal efficiency  
in their daily work.” 

 
 

Pasqualino Cerullo, IT Service Delivery 
Manager at Migros-Genossenschafts-Bund.
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Entity Management
Allow the legal department to control the corporate house-
keeping, manage entities, shareholders, corporate documents, 
meeting notes, appointment and set alerts for important activities. 

Contract Management
Collecting all executed documents and providing business users 
with a user-friendly way to submit any signed contracts. Users 
are prompted to register important properties of a contract 
(effective date, renewal period, change of ownership clause, etc.) 
that can be used to drive reports and notifications. Integrations 
with common e-Signature providers such as ValidSign, DocuSign 
and Adobe Sign is available. 

Advanced Search
Using the powerful Microsoft 365 indexing capabilities, combined 
with a structured DMS and Transform Data’s Qwickr advanced 
search, a very powerful search function over all matters, 
documents, e-mails and knowhow is provided. Save valuable time 
searching, categorising, storing user/departmental searches for 
easy access to information in our desktop or web interface.

Task Management 
Apart from managing documents and e-mails, legal matters are 
often done via a certain runbook or methodology. Organisations 
can ensure templated task lists (Microsoft Planner) and standard 
documents (Templates) are created as part of their legal matter 
so a uniform way of working and reporting can be guaranteed.

Transform Data Add-ons
Transform Data has developed add-ons on top of 
SharePoint/Microsoft 365 and Intapp Collaboration 
and Content to increase productivity even more. 
Users get the maximum experience due to the 
optimisation of search functionalities, integration into 
other systems, automation of data migrations, and a 
background process to ensure retention periods, or 
to add a proper text layer on documents.  
Reach out to us to discover more solutions!


